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Venezuela, Somalia, Burma, Cuba, Republic, Yemen, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Central African Republic, Niger, Saint Pierre and Miquelon The road to LGBTI inclusion Marie-Anne 2020-09-09T08:44:02+00:00 [10] Over the Rainbow? The Road to LGBTI Inclusion, 24. The lead author of this report, which provides a comprehensive overview of the extent to
which laws in OECD countries ensure equal treatment for LGBTI people, and of the complementary policies that can help promote LGBTI inclusion. Also available in French: here. The report's website (including country notes and an interactive dashboard): here. Watch the webinar of the launch: here. Media coverage (a selection of 5 media): (v) LGBTI rights:
these are the most modern and progressive countries, 19.HTML link: here. (iv) Op-ed by the UK Parliamentary Deputy Secretary of State for Gender Equality, June 27, 2020.HTML link: here. (iii) People and Profit, Interview by Marie-Anne Valfort by Stephen Carroll, June 25, 2020, France 24. (ii) Press release from the Swedish Ministry of Gender Equality, 24
juin 2020.HTML link: here. (i) Press release from the Norwegian Ministry of Culture and Gender Equality, 24 juin 2020.HTML link: here. Society at a Glance Marie-Anne 2020-09-06T16:14:38+00:00 [7] Society at a Glance, March 27, 2019, OECD Publishing. Author of the special chapter the LGBT Challenge: How to better involve sexual and gender
minorities? (see 9-56 of the report). Also available in French: here. Website of the report: here. Video that summarizes the main results of the special chapter: here. coverage (a selection of 3 media):(iii) Soir 3, Interview by Marie-Anne Valfort by Marianne Théoleyre, May 18, 2019, France 3. (ii) Some LGBT Economy in High Income Countries, April 3, 2019,
Timothy Taylor, Conversable Economist. HTML link: here. (i) Opening: LGBT people, 27 March 2019, The Economist Espresso. HTML link: here. Question note for International Diversity Forum Marie-Anne 2020-09-03T22:00:36+00:00 [6] Question note, January 22, 2018, International Diversity Forum (an international conference attended by government
representatives, policy makers, business leaders, academics, social partners and civil society to discuss policies that promote better involvement of groups at risk of discrimination). Also available in French: here. Privatisation in sub-Saharan Africa: Where do we stand? Marie-Anne 2020-09-02T22:26:55+00:00 [1] Privatisation in sub-Saharan Africa: Where do
we stand?, 2004, with Jean-Claude Berthélemy, Céline Kauffmann and Lucia Wegner, OECD Development Centre. Also available in French: here. Media coverage and book reviews: Book Review, 2005, Sam Kongwa, European Journal of Development Research 17(4): 754-756. Privatization, un processus inachevé, 2004, Samir Gharbi, Jeune Afrique. The
impact a decade of crises has had on European politics make the upcoming European elections look odd: Scottish economist Adam Smith (right) and philosopher David Hume (left) represent the newspaper's fundamental beliefs of laissez-faire policies, self-sufficiency, anti-protectionism and free trade. Since its founding in 1843, the editorial position of The
Economist has been developed to promote the newspaper's founding purpose of engaging in a serious competition between intelligence that pushes forward, and an undignified, timid ignorance that impedes our progress. First published by Scottish economist James Wilson to several supporters of abolishing the British Corn Laws (1815-46), a system of
import duties, the weekly has made free trade a small stone of their editorial position. Its central position has been summed up by the Guardian as a trusted three-card ploy for privatisation, deregulation and liberalisation. [1] The publication's own self-documented history states about its editorial position: Part of a series onWorld trade policy Import Export
Balance of trade law Trade law Trade block Trade diversion Export orientation Import substitution Trade facilitation Trade route Domestic trade tax, tariff and trade restrictions Trade barriers Tariffs Non-tariff barriers Import quotas Tariff quotas Quota share Import licences Customs export subsidies Technical obstacles For bribery control embargoes
Embargoes Countervailing Duties Anti-dumping duties Voluntary export restrictions History Mercantilism Protectionism Laissez-faire Free Trade Economic nationalism Economic integration Organizations International International Trade Center World Trade Trade World Customs Organization International Chamber of Commerce Economic Integration
Preferential Trade Area Customs Union Single Market Economic Union Monetary Union Fiscal Union Customs Union and Monetary Union Economic and Monetary Union Issues Intellectual Property Rights Smuggling Policy Government Procurement Outsourcing Global trade Trade Trade Trade Trade Trade Sanctions War Currency Trade costs Customs
Trade Trade and Development Lists Import Export Taxes Largest Consumer Markets Leading Trading Partners After Land Trade Mission Trading Nation USA Argentina Pakistan Romania Vietnam India Theory Comparative Advantage Competitive Advantage Heckscher-Ohlin Model New trade theory Economic geography Intra-industry trade Gravity model
for trading Ricardian trade theories Balassa-Samuelson effect Linder hypothesis Leontief paradox Lerner symmetry phrase Terms of trade vteWhat, besides free trade and free markets, does The Economist believe in? It is to the Radical Liberals that The Economist still wants to think of itself as belonging. The extreme centre is the historical position of the
newspaper. That's as true today as when the former economist editor Geoffrey Crowther said it in 1955. The Economist considers itself an enemy of privilege, pomposity and predictability. It has supported conservatives like Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. It has supported the Americans in Vietnam. But it has also endorsed Harold Wilson and Bill
Clinton, and advocated for a number of liberal causes: opposing the death penalty from its earliest days, while criminal reform and decolonization, as well-as-recent-gun control and gay marriage.- The Economist[2] Great Famine Part of the policy series on Neoliberalism Origins Industrial Revolution Mercantilism Classic liberalism Keynesian economics Ideas
Tightening Balanced budget Corporation Corporation Denationalizing Denationalizing Economic freedom Economic integration Economic liberalisation Economic liberalisation investment Free markets Free markets Free trade (area) Globalization Harmonisation of the Law Intellectual property Interstate liberalisation Market economy Negative income tax
Private property Privatization Public-private partnership School vouchers Internal market Supranationalism Tax reform Tax Reform Theories Comparative advantage Economic growth Gross domestic product International economy International finance International trade Laffer curve Economics Austrian School Chicago School Neo classic Trickle-down
Supply-side Movements Fiscal Conservatism Globalization Reaganomics Rogernomics Thatcherism Governance Association of Southeast Asian Nations Bank for International Settlements European Central Bank European Union Federal Reserve Greater Arab Free Trade Area International Monetary Fund MERCOSUR North American Free Trade
Agreement Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership World Trade Trade People Milton Friedman Friedrich Hayek Ludwig von Mises James M. Buchanan Augusto Pinochet Margaret Thatcher Ronald Reagan Alan Greenspan Related topics Anti-capitalism Anti-capitalism Anti-copyright Anti-globalization Alter-Globalization Capitalism Capitalism Critique
of Capitalism Critique of Intellectual Property Reverse Totalitarianism Perspectives on Capitalism Protectionism Capitalism Capitalia portal Economics portal Policy portal Policy portalvteThe newspaper against the provision of support to the Irish during the great famine. The Economist argued laissez faire policies where self-sufficiency, anti-protectionism and
free trade, not food aid, were, in the paper's view, the key to helping the Irs live through the famine that killed about a million people. [3] [4] 19th-century social reforms In the 19th century, The Economist's editorial position drifted away from supporting laissez faire policies. In January 1883, for example, an editorial noted: [5] [...] it required very little observation
of the current policy to see, The principle of laissez-faire is no longer in the ascendancy.- The new radicalism, January 1883[5] In September 1883, another editorial noted_[5] Once admitted that the functions of the State should not be strictly limited to these simpler tasks ... , how quickly and how quickly the number of transactions where it is considered that
State aid can be used successfully, increases and multiplies.— State aid, The Economist, 29. [5] The UK's editorial position on the UK's entry into the common market gradually evolved over time. Although it consistently adopted a collaborative approach to Europe rather than an inclusive approach, its initial opposition to the EU institutions gradually changed
to acceptance over time. At the time of this change, the weekly newspapers supported a decentralised and collaborative model of European institutions and democratic accountability. [6] In part, The Economist's own editorial position was a simple reflection of the positions of the United Kingdom in general and of its two major political parties through the
middle to the end of the 20th century [6] Initially, contributors to the document in the years immediately following the Second World War rejected and rejected proposals to European institutions such as the European Coal and Steel Community, the European Defence Community, the European Defence Community. , the European Economic Community and
the European Atomic Energy Community.1 However, between 1957 and the 1980s, the newspaper's editorial opinion articles gradually accepted the idea of the United Kingdom as a member of the various European societies. Medrano divides this period, and the transition of the newspaper's editorial position, into three periods, as he brands Denial, Grudging
Acceptance, and Embrace. The New Statesman also underwent all three phases, although unlike The Economist, the New Statesman had not completed the third phase by the time the UNITED Kingdom entered the common market in the 1970s. The Economist had and supported British membership during the initial negotiations on accession in the 1960s.
[6] However, the newspaper, although it supported entry, made no secret of its continued editorial dislike of European institutions and pro-American sentiment. It optimistically predicted that the UK's accession would be able to rectify what it saw as a drift away from the US from Europe. This is exemplified by a July 1962 editorial:[6] Undoubtedly some people
in Paris, and some other places on the continent, currently see Britain as an American Trojan horse. In a sense it is, and rightly [...] — Europe or Atlantis?, The Economist, 14. It also recommended an idea it had supported in previous years, the idea of an Atlantic community, both economically and militarily. [6] Shortly after the veto, The Economist's position
on the status of the United Kingdom as a dominant world power began to change. A milestone in this is an editorial published in May 1963:[6] The six and a half years of trying to put up with the European common market when the free trade area was proposed in 1956 are the great divide in modern British history. Currently, the attempt has failed. and British
opinion is still far from completely won over by the idea that European societies are described as a good thing. But the effort alone has dealt a fatal blow to the Festival of Britain spirit, the happy pursuit of parochial self-esteem that still dulled the country's awareness of facts in the nineteen-fifties. In the great debate on the common market, the British had seen
through some of their own shibboleths; It's something. The main victim of the common market's cold douche has been the illusion that that Britain was still a world power, an illusion fostered by a heroic war record and by a touching belief in the welfare state - so half-hearted, so incomplete - as a model for others to emulate, much as British parliamentary
institutions were taken as models for the nineteenth century.- Breaking out from the Past May 1963[6] In subsequent years, The Economist continued to support the idea of British membership of the European Union. market and began to suggest that it was an economic necessity. It was published weekly The european union argued that membership of the
EC was not incompatible with the Commonwealth of Nations and discussed industrial and technological benefits that could be achieved as a result of membership. One change, however, was that it no longer pursued the idea of a radical change in the Community from within when the United Kingdom was a member, but rather suggested that the United
Kingdom accept the Community as it already was. [6] Its reaction to de Gaulle's second veto on British membership in 1967 thus differed from the reaction of 1964. Rather than react with anger and outrage, as it had done before, its reaction was introverted and resigned. The paper no longer argued defiantly on the basis of the UK as a world power, but
rather portrayed the UK as too small to stand alone, thus encouraging determination and perseverance with entry negotiations. This is exemplified by an October 1967 article:[6] Britons have longer to go, less on specific policy issues than in positions. For most of this century, it has been natural for Brits to think of themselves as part of the English-speaking
world of which the United States has become the visible leader. Only now, in any number, they begin to think of themselves as Europeans as well.- And now, The Economist, 14 October 1967[6] The newspaper took to the minimalization of the economic importance of the Commonwealth in its leaders, to question the interpretation of statistical data of those
who had an emotional investment in self-perception of the United Kingdom as the one-time leader of an empire : Why is this kind of cry set up when there is new hope of entering the Community that is in such a kind of dawn? The truth is that there are some people in Britain who are bitterly opposed to a union with Europe for emotional reasons or because of
what they call the bureaucratic monster in Brussels and because it interferes with British independence to conduct their own affairs. Such people exist in the economic profession, politics and public administration; and this clearly affects their sense of statistical balance.- Oh Moo, The Economist, 12 July 1969[6] It pointed to public administration as one of the
ways in which parliamentary sovereignty, something that opponents of entry claimed would be eroded by membership, had already been eroded. Although it was no longer in favour of a radical transition from within, it noted that the United Kingdom would have a significant voice within the Community by virtue of its size. Medrano equates the paper's change
in editorial position, immediately before and after Britain's final success in gaining membership, to a religious conversion. The economic arguments for membership were put forward because of the growing globalisation of markets, political arguments based on to keep the government of West Germany (which at the time was spd with its then policy Cheese
Policy) in check, and emotional arguments that played on the British antipathy towards courage By presenting its own federalist view of the European communities as an anti-French alternative to the French Government's proposal for an intergovernmental union. [6] Anglo-American relations While The Economist's editorial position, as it was noted, was pro-
American when it came to international alliances after the war, it was not always so. One particular editorial, which spearheaded a nadir in Anglo-American relations in World War II, was Noble Negatives. [7] It was published in the 1944-12-30 edition of the newspaper,2 and is believed to be the work of Owen Fleming. [7] [8] The so-called noble negatives were
two cornerstones of US foreign policy: non-intervention with the aim of not participating. [7] Noble Negatives appeared at the height of mutual criticism between Britain and the United States, and provoked broad discussion and commentary in the news media of both. [9] It was allegedly a response to the outbreak of criticism and abuse that the United States
had directed against The United Kingdom in previous weeks[10] (triggered in part by the Carlo Sforza case). [8] Its outspoken views on both U.S. foreign policy and sectors of American public opinion were widely cited, and in thomson, Meyers and Briggs's view, he did much to clear the air between the two allies. [9] The editorial made several comments. It
questioned whether the price that the UK had paid for cooperation with the US during the war was not too high for what we are likely to get. [11] It characterized American public opinion in Britain as Britain steals a march on the poor oppressed American exporter, Britain has no intention of fighting the Japanese, [and] Britain is not really fighting in Europe. [...]
Britain is imperialist, reactionary, selfish, exclusive, restrictive. [8] It reflected this attitude by noting that Everything is painfully well known, the only news in the latest epidemic is the proof that [the] U.S. government itself - or at least part of it - is more eager to give ammunition to the misguided than to correct their wild misstatements. The editorial called for a
change in Britain's policy towards the US, saying Let an end to the policy of apeasement, as on Mr Corbyn's case, he said, I don't think it's going to be a good thing. Churchill's personal commandments have been followed by all the humiliations and changes., and ended by saying that:[8] Hypocrisy is a common Anglo-Saxon deficiency- yes, a lack of the rich
and comfortable, all over the world ...the British have many times made themselves heartfeltly unsinous of it. But it does not absolve them from feeling angry when they are the subject of other people's hypocrisy.- Noble Negatives, The Economist, 30 December 1944[8] The result was a media sensation on both sides of the Atlantic. The Daily Telegraph had a
headline article British Frankness Has Good Effect in the US The Daily Herald headline with So Brits Have Dared to Hit Back. Other artikler var Anglo-American Back Chat (i New York Herald Tribune) Cross Cross (in the Daily Mail), and U.S. Commentary on British Touchiness (in the Manchester Guardian). [8] The Foreign Office agreed with the editorial
board, although secret reports from British security services in New York warned that there was actually worse to come, with support for isolationism and nationalism growing in the United States, a crumbling of pro-British factions, and a rise in anti-British views in official U.S. government circles. Both President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Stettinius were
besieged by the American press, which called for an official response to the editorial board. [8] Stettinius himself wrote that unfortunately other British newspapers had followed The Economist's example. Even the London Times [had] demanded that America 'put its cards on the table'. His view of the editorial, which he expressed in a memorandum to
Roosevelt, was that the British were under a strain in adapting to a secondary role after always accepting a leading one. [8] Cold Fusion In 1989, The Economist editorialized that the cold fusion affair was exactly what science should be about. [12] Science journalist Michael Brooks wrote: It seems almost ridiculously naïve in light of, what followed, but The
Economist was right: the research is what science is all about, and has led us somewhere.- Michael Brooks [12] Bosnian War The Economist summarily rejected Brendan Simms' book, Unfinest Hour, on the Bosnian War for having no more than the power of an ink stain thrown from a schooldesk and for its criticism of ministers for their mistakes of logic [and]
errors in Clairvoyance. Simms himself noted in response that The Economist's own attempts at clairvoyance had backfired spectacularly. He pointed to the weekly leaders through July 1991 and 1992 who predicted that the European Community's foreign policy would handle the situation well and that there would be no over-war in Bosnia. [13] Simms
characterizes The Economist as being a long-standing opponent of military intervention in Bosnia and points to its leaders from July 1995, when NATO's bombing campaign in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1995 was underway, and to Bill Emmott's own letter to the publication, which rejected intervention in this three-cornered civil war, a war that has all risked
escalating into a much wider conflict with even more horrific consequences , as evidence of this. [13] Simms noted that the newspaper's editorial position changed at the end of September 1995, describing it as finally admitting what it had denied for so long. [13] Drug liberalisation The Economist has been arguing since 1989,[14] for the legalization of drugs,
calling it the least bad option in a 2009 issue. [15] An article in February 2016 praised the ongoing process of legalizing cannabis in several countries around the world. [16] Global warming The Economist supports the government's action against global warming. In 1997, it wrote that the United States showed dangerous signs of using developing countries as
an excuse to nothing about global warming. [17] In 1998, The Economist stated that global warming can be a disaster that justifies many costs of reducing fossil fuels, but before that, climatologists need a stream of reliable data. [18] In a December editorial before the 2009 U.N. Climate Change Conference, The Economist stated its view that the risk of
catastrophic climate change and its impact on the economy outweighs the economic consequences of insuring against global warming now. [19] War in Afghanistan The Economist supports the ISAF/NATO operation in Afghanistan and called on Barack Obama to fight the war with conviction. It supported his escalation of the Us presence there at the end of
2009 on the basis of security interests and that a withdrawal would be a terrible betrayal of the Afghan people, some of which are the result of Western intervention. [20] The invasion of Iraq The Economist supported the invasion of Iraq in 2003,[21] but was unhappy with how it was handled. [22] In 2017, The Economist wrote: A newspaper cannot publish for
174 years without some errors. This one has done its part. We thought Britain was safe in the European Exchange Rate Mechanism just weeks before it crashed. In 1997, we believed that Indonesia was well placed to avoid the financial crisis. we noted in 1999 that oil, at $10 per barrel, may well reach $5, almost perfectly timing the bottom of the market; and
in 2003 we supported the invasion of Iraq. [23] Endorsements Like many newspapers, The Economist uses its pages to endorse candidates and parties ahead of major elections. British general election The Economist has endorsed a party in British general elections since 1955, having been neutral before it, on the grounds that A magazine jealous of its
reputation for independence would in any case be foolish to compromise it by openly taking sides in a general election. [24] Year Party Leader Endorsement 1955 Conservative Sir Anthony Eden [I]n the election of 1955 a voter who tries to reach his conclusion on the grounds based on observation has no choice. He doesn't like to vote Tory. But there's
nothing else he can do. [25] 1959 Conservative Harold Macmillan The Conservatives deserve a vote, if not out of confidence, then out of hope. [26] 1964 Labour Harold Wilson It seems to The Economist that on the neatst balance, the riskier choices of Labour and Mr Corbyn will be the same as the one in the Labour party. Wilson-be the better choice for
voters to make on Thursday. [27] 1966 Conservative Edward Heath On their record in the past decade, as previously weel, on the key issues in British politics the election should be for Mr Heath. [28] 1970 Conservative Edward Heath But the Conservatives offer better hope for at least three reasons: to restore some incentives for risk-taking, not destroy
savings through Mr Corbyn. Crossman's retirement plan, and make some belated progress toward union reform. Feb. 1974 Conservative Edward Heath If they want the decision there will win through a day ... then there is no alternative to Mr Heath. [30] Oct. 1974 Conservative Edward Heath [A]lthough a good Liberal contribution would be crucial to the
formation, and success, of any coalition, it is the Conservatives who will provide the strongest and fiercest opposition to a majority Labour government next week. While expressing a preference for the Conservatives, they also hoped for the strengthening of the sensible centre where it can be managed: it includes Socialist Labour men who can still play a
crucial role, as much as it includes Conservatives who would rely on unemployment as their main policy[31] Conservative Margaret Thatcher That it will be proven that it will be proven that it will be proven that it will be proven, but we would like to see it tested. The Economist is voting for Mrs Thatcher to get her chance. This year they recognised the risk to
Margaret Thatcher, and supported the Liberal Party, led by David Steel, as the election of the timid[32] 1983 Conservative Margaret Thatcher We believe Mrs Thatcher and her colleagues should have a second chance to deliver them, with the fewest possible Labour (unlike alliance) MPs elected against her. [33] 1987 Conservative Margaret Thatcher The
Conservatives cannot succeed; The Thatcher revolution can stall, unfinished. But to end his chances now would be foolish, large scale[34] 1992 Conservative John Major Mr Ashdown's best long-term hope for a Liberal revival lies in overturning the last 92 years so that the Labour Party and the Liberal Democrats join each other. For that to happen, Labour
must lose this election, and the greater the loss, the better. And that, given the depressing state of British politics, is the best reason to want the Conservatives to win next week. [35] 1997 Conservative John Major Labour does not deserve it[36] 2001 Labour Tony Blair Vote Conservative-But choose the ambiguous right-winger rather than the weak one. [37]
2005 Labour Tony Blair There is no alternative (ak)[38] 2010 Conservative David Cameron in this British election the overwhelming necessity of reforming the public sector stands out. It's not just that the budget deficit is a daunting 11.6% of GDP, a figure that makes tax increases and cuts inevitable. The government now accounts for more than half of the
economy and is rising to 70% in Northern Ireland. If Britain is to thrive, this freedom-destructing Leviathan must be tackled. Despite all their shortcomings, the Conservatives are most eager to do so. and that is the main reason why we would vote for them. [39] 2015 Conservative David Cameron the best hope for Britain is with a continuation of a
Conservative-led coalition. [40] 2017 Liberal Democrat Tim Farron No party passes with flying colors. But the closest thing is the Liberal Democrats. [41] This aid was despite the fact that we know that this year Lib going nowhere. [41] 2019 Liberal Democrat Jo Swinson As last time, they are the only choice for rejecting both the hard Brexit between the
Conservatives and Labour's hard-left plans. [42] U.S. Presidential Candidate Party Endorsement 1980 Ronald Reagan Republican It is perhaps the most pressing reason why so many of America's friends want, unusually in a presidential election, to see a change at the top, even one laden with risk. We agree with them. [43] 1984 No approval[43] 1988 No
approval, Oh no! [43] 1992 Bill Clinton Democratic Despite the risks, the opportunities are worth pursuing. Our choice falls on him. [43] 1996 Bob Dole Republican We choose him on the assumption that the real Bob Dole is the one who spent three decades on Capitol Hill, not this year's dubious character; that he would be more cautious than his economic
plan suggests. It's an awkward basis for an endorsement. But the choice is miserable. [43] 2000 George W. Bush Republican The Economist, if it had a vote, would choose George W. Bush. It prefers his small government, pro-market philosophy. And on the simple test of the two crises, he wins on points: behind on a foreign crisis, but way ahead in a
domestic one. [44] 2004 John Kerry Democratic The incompetent George W. Bush or the incoherent John Kerry[45] 2008 Barack Obama Democratic He has struggled with more style, intelligence and discipline than his opponent. Whether he can fulfil his enormous potential remains to be seen. But mr. Obama deserves the presidency. [46] 2012 Barack
Obama Democratic Mr Obama has pulled America's economy back from the brink of disaster, and has made a decent fist of foreign policy. So this newspaper would stick with the devil it knows and re-elect him. [47] 2016 Hillary Clinton Democratic Therefore, our vote goes to both Mrs. Clinton and her party. Partly because she's not mr. Mr President, I would
like to say to Mr. Trump, but also in the hope that she can show that mainstream politics works for ordinary people - the kind of renewal that American democracy requires. [48] 2020 Joe Biden Democratic Joe Biden is not a miracle cure for what ails America. But he is a good man who would restore stability and courtesy to the White House. He is equipped to
begin the long, difficult task of putting a divided country back together. That's why if we had a vote, it would go to Joe. [49] Other National Elections Country Year Party Leader/Candidate Approving Argentina 2015 Republican proposal Mauricio Macri It won't happen under Mr Scioli. His defenders say he will be better at dealing with Congress, which will be
dominated by his allies. The others, they say, won't get anything done. It's a risk. But the risk of obstruction is a bad reason for electing a second-best president. Argentines should choose Mr Macri. [50] 2017 Cambiemos On October 22nd Argentina's voters will deliver a verdict on Mr Baird. Mr Macri in a midterm election in Congress. For the sake of Argentina
and Latin America more generally, it is important that He's doing great. A Strong Showing of His Cambiemos (Let's Change) Change) would help his government to pursue economic reforms. [51] Australia 2004 Liberal-National coalition John Howard Had opposed Howard's bid for a third term in 2001[52] 2013 Labor Kevin Rudd The choice between a man
with a faulty manifesto and one with a flawed personality is not appealing, but Mr. Howard. Rudd gets our vote, largely because of Labor's decent record. [53] Brazil 2014 PSDB Aécio Neves Voters should drop Dilma Rousseff and elect Aécio Neves. [54] Canada 2006 Conservative Stephen Harper The audacious Canadians: And why they should vote
Conservative this time[55] 2008 Why Stephen Harper does not deserve to be dumped[56] Colombia 2018 Civic Compromise Sergio Fajardo He would try to improve the implementation of the peace agreement, not undermine it. He's going to have our voice. [57] Egypt 2012 Freedom and Justice Mohamed Morsi A Muslim brother is better than a Mubarak
crony[58] France 2007 UMP Sarkozy Nicolas After a quarter of a century of drift Nicolas Sarkozy offers the best hope of reform[59] 2012 For all this, if we had a vote on May 6th, we would give it to Mr. Mr President, I would like to thank Mr Sarkozy, but not on his merits, so much as to keep Mr Hollande. [60] 2017 En Marche! Emmanuel Macron One of the
two pro-market candidates would be a boon. (...) Emmanuel Macron is untested and lacks the support of an established party. François Fillon is a social conservative tainted by scandal. All in all, we will support Mr Macron. [61] 2017 Édouard Philippe Mr Macron must also break the habit of 30 years in which France's reforms have been blocked by the hard
left. Success depends on the early, visible progress in two areas — employment and relations with Germany. ... LRM's landslide makes this program more likely to succeed. [62] Germany 2002 CDU/CSU Edmund Stoiber Time for change[63] 2005 Angela Merkel For Germany's sake, and for the sake of reform across the EU, voters should do their best to
give Merkel's Christian Democrats and their allies a clear majority on 18. [64] 2009 FDP Guido Westerwelle Time for change, If this newspaper had a voice in Germany's elections, it would throw it to the FDP, in the hope that it joins a coalition with Merkel's CDU. [65] 2013 CDU/CSU Angela Merkel And yet we believe that Mrs Merkel is the right person to lead
her country and thus Europe. That's partly because of what she is: the world's most politically gifted Democrat and a far safer bet than her leftist opponents. The editorial was also in favour of the continuation of the existing CDU/CSU-FDP coalition. [66] 2017 A continuation of the current grand coalition with the SPD threatens even more sleepy stasis. Instead,
she should join forces with the Free Democratic Party and the Greens, who are smarter about Europe and harder on Russia. Such a coalition would have a chance to shake up the country. As leader, the hesitant Mrs Merkel may even be the chancellor who surprised everyone. [67] 2009 Indian National Congress Manmohan Singh It has an unprecedented
economic boom and has continued to be cautious liberalisation and globalisation, followed by its predecessors. For this reason, The Economist, if it had a vote, would plump for Mr Singh's Congress. [68] 2014 Rahul Gandhi We do not find the prospect of a government led by Congress under Mr. Gandhi. Gandhi an inspiring one. But we have to recommend it
to the Indians as the less disturbing solution. [69] The 2019 Congress, the BJP's only national rival, may be hidebound and corrupt, but at least it doesn't put the Indians at each other's throats. (...) It is a more worthy recipient of Indian votes than the BJP. [70] Indonesia 2019 PDI-P Joko Widodo [Prabowo's] election would be a step backwards for Indonesia's
20-year-old democracy. It is therefore encouraging that most polls show Jokowi in the lead. [71] Israel 2015 Zionist Union Isaac Herzog [Herzog] is level-headed and has a credible security and economic team. He wants talks with the Palestinians and to heal ties with Mr Obama. [72] Italy 2006 Union Romano Prodi Italians have a rotten choice to make, but it
is time to fire Silvio Berlusconi[73] 2008 Democratic Party Walter Veltroni Silvio Berlusconi has failed to show that he is more worthy of leading Italy today than he was in the past[74] 2013 Pier Luigi Bersani The editorial called for a coalition between the center-left and Mario Monti's centrist coalition. [75] 2018 Paolo Gentiloni The least bad way forward would
be another government of the president, a broad coalition signed by Sergio Mattarella, head of state. [76] Mexico 2012 Institutional Revolutionary Party Enrique Peña Nieto Enrique Peña is the least bad choice. But he still needs to show that he is a force for reform. [77] Nigeria 2015 All Progressives Congress Muhammadu Buhari We are relieved not to have
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